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A C R OS S THE GL O BE AT CE R NE R H E A LT H CONFE R E NC E 2 0 1 8
HEALTH CARE CONFERENCE WILL HOST NEARLY 14,000 IN KANSAS CITY, OCT. 8 - 11
Ithaca, NY. – 10/4/18 – DocuShield Rx will attend and exhibit at the Cerner Health Conference (CHC) 2018, an annual
conference on the latest innovations in health care and IT. Cerner, a global leader in health care technology, will host this year’s
event Oct. 8-11 throughout downtown Kansas City, Missouri.
“Exhibiting at Cerner’s annual event is significant for DocuShield. This supports our continuing effort to become the thermal
security printing leader and expands our presence in the health care market.”
– Kyle Turner - President
DocuShield will join nearly 14,000 health care industry leaders, practitioners and Cerner associates from around the world who
gather at CHC each year to stay ahead of the curve and up to date on new and existing technology. This year’s theme, “Smarter
Care,” highlights contextual, intelligent experiences and continuous advancement as a smarter organizational strategy with a
focus on proactive engagement and wellness.
With more than 200 educational sessions and 700 expert and industry-leading speakers, CHC provides organizations insight on
ways to engage consumers in their care and gain improved health outcomes. DocuShield will be showcasing its Plain Paper
Prescription Solution on the 90,000-square-foot Solutions Gallery floor. Featuring exhibits from more than 140 supplier
organizations, the Solutions Gallery provides experiential learning with cutting-edge technology and connections with Cerner
associates.
DocuShield’s Business Development Manager, Joseph Howe, will be demonstrating the Thermal Plain Paper Prescription
Printing solution in Booth 638. The DocuShield solution is the smallest in its class and requires no additional software or
licenses.
To follow CHC, visit The Cerner Blog for posts on speakers and sessions or follow along on Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and
Twitter for a behind-the-scenes look at the conference. For more, connect with presenters and attendees on Twitter using the
hashtag #CHC18.

About DocuShield

DocuShield is the only company to offer a THERMAL, on-demand secure prescription print solution using Plain Paper. Our
solution is compact and enables you to print secure (CMS Compliant) prescriptions WITHOUT special paper or special software.
Being that it’s THERMAL, you also eliminate the need for toner and inks. With THERMAL you are left with CLEAR and
CONSISTENT print every time.

About Cerner

Cerner’s health technologies connect people and information systems at more than 27,500 contracted provider facilities
worldwide dedicated to creating smarter and better care for individuals and communities. Recognized globally for innovation,
Cerner assists clinicians in making care decisions and assists organizations in managing the health of their populations. The
company also offers an integrated clinical and financial system to help manage day-to-day revenue functions, as well as a wide
range of services to support clinical, financial and operational needs, focused on people. For more information, visit Cerner.com,
The Cerner Blog or connect on Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter or The Cerner Podcast. Nasdaq: CERN.
Smarter Care. Better Outcomes. Healthier You.
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